
Sunday, December 9, 2012   1 p.m. - 5 p.m. 
ROB STATES, M.S., P.E. presents "Gravity Drives & Time Travel ".  Rob States will explain how various 
gravity drives work and compare their mode of operation.  Although several of the more exotic well 
documented gravity drives have dissimilar design, they all seem to violate the same set of currently accepted 
principles of known physics.  Understanding how these drives work may require a significant revision to our 
current understanding of physics.  Alternately, Rob will describe other gravity drives that do not violate any 
laws of known physics.  These devices do not require exotic materials to build, just elbow grease and some 
engineering skill.  Rob will describe the budget and logistics needed to take a gravity drive concept from the 
theoretical stage to a functioning vehicle for interstellar space flight.  Join us as we also explore what time 
travel, hyperspace and the legendary Philadelphia experiment may have in common with gravity drives.   
 
Rob States, M.S., P.E. is a graduate of the University of Colorado and MIT, with three MS degrees, and 30 
years of experience as a consulting engineer.  Rob has engineered exotic industrial equipment for industries 
as diverse as luxury yachts, microwave synthesizers, incinerators and control systems. 
 
Sunday, January 13, 2013   1 p.m. - 5 p.m. 
RUSSELL TARG presents "Scientific & Spiritual Implications of Psychic Abilities: A Physicist’s Proof of 
E.S.P.”.   “For decades, Russell Targ has produced some of the most significant scientific research ever 
conducted on the nature of consciousness. He has demonstrated beyond reasonable doubt that the mind can 
function without limitation in space and time, and that this ability is widespread, teachable, and practical.”  
– Larry Dossey, M.D. 
 
Russell Targ received a bachelor's degree in physics from Queens College in 1954.  He did graduate work in 
physics at Columbia University. As a senior staff scientist at Lockheed Missiles & Space Company, Targ 
developed airborne laser systems for the detection of wind shear and air turbulence. He has received two 
N.A.S.A. awards for inventions and contributions to lasers and laser communications.  At the Stanford 
Research Institute in the 1970s & 1980s, Targ and his colleague Harold E. Puthoff co-founded a 23-year, 
$25-million program of research into psychic abilities and their operational use for the U.S. intelligence 
community, including the C.I.A., D.I.A. and Army Intelligence.  His research in “remote viewing” has been 
published in Nature, I.E.E.E. and A.A.A.S. proceedings.  Mr. Targ has appeared on many media outlets 
including CNN and PBS’s Nova, Coast To Coast AM and the Phil Donahue Show.  Russell Targ is author or 
co-author of 9 books including his most recent The Reality of ESP: A Physicist's Proof of Psychic Abilities.   
 

Sunday, February 10, 2013   1 p.m. - 5 p.m. 
MICHAEL GREEN presents "The Toxic Shell Game: How Companies Swap Out Known Chemicals For 
Unknown Ones ".  Michael Green says that since World War II, "we have created tens of thousands of 
chemicals that didn't exist before and very few of these chemicals have been regulated.  Chemicals are 
assumed safe until proven otherwise.  The result is an unplanned science experiment.  We don’t know which 
of these things are going to have health and environmental consequences."  The Center for Environmental 
Health calls this the toxic shell game. 

Michael Green is the Executive Director and 1996 founder of the Center for Environmental Health (CEH) in 
Oakland, CA.  Since 1996, Michael has helped lead national efforts to stop toxic exposures and protect 
public health.  Michael also worked in Washington D.C. for the U.S. Department of Energy's Office of 
Environmental Management, and the US EPA's Working Group on Environmental Equity.  Michael designed a 
solid waste management plan for the Tibetan refugee community in Dharamsala, India, and cared for the 
sick at Mother Teresa's mission in Calcutta.  He has testified in front of Congress and is frequently quoted.  
Michael has an MS in Natural Resources and an MPP in Public Policy, both from the University of Michigan. 
 

The San Francisco Tesla Society 
Winter 2013 -  Free Lecture Presentations at  

TechShop - 926 Howard (near 5th Street), San Francisco, CA 
Call our Hotline   (415) 820-1451   for more information. 

 

For more information about the San Francisco Tesla Society, call (415) 820-1451 or visit us on the 
Internet at www.sftesla.org where you can email us and see free videos of past presentations. 


